Switzerland in the foreign media: 4th quarter of 2022

Re-exporting licence denied: German media irritated
The media, especially in Europe, reported that Switzerland had not budged from its position of blocking the re-export of Swiss-made tank ammunition from Germany to Ukraine, following Germany's renewed request. Especially in the German media and on social media, the tone was predominantly highly critical of Switzerland. The tenor of many posts and tweets was that Switzerland lacked solidarity and was no longer a reliable partner for the West, especially in terms of defence. In some cases, the narrative was that Swiss neutrality primarily served Switzerland's economic self-interest.

There was also talk of failure to render assistance. German media also reported over several weeks on statements by German politicians questioning future cooperation between Germany and Switzerland on defence. In the reporting of most other countries, the overall tone was mainly factual.

Federal Council by-elections: political system under analysis
The replacement election of two members of the Federal Council received objective coverage from several media outlets, especially in neighbouring countries. The election of Elisabeth Baume-Schneider was perceived as surprising and sparked particular interest, as it would give members from the French and Italian-speaking parts of Switzerland a majority on the Federal Council. Criticism by Swiss environmental organisations of the election of Albert Rösti was also covered. In their coverage, the foreign media also focused on the special features of the Swiss political system, portraying it as fundamentally efficient yet somewhat weak in times of crisis.

Credit Suisse: situation of the bank under critical fire
Banking giant Credit Suisse received a lot of coverage in foreign media worldwide throughout the quarter. The topics covered varied over the three-month period. One area of focus was the massive drop in the share price of Credit Suisse and the resulting speculation about the possible effects of the potential insolvency of the bank on global financial systems. The presentation of a new strategy as well as new Saudi investors at the end of October also received extensive coverage – mostly critical – by media worldwide. At the same time, many media outlets highlighted the overall situation of Credit Suisse and reran old stories covering previous scandals. Reporting on a settlement reached by the bank in a case of alleged tax fraud in France was also predominantly critical. The focus of the reporting was clearly on the specific bank, and not on Switzerland and its financial centre as a whole. In only a few cases did commentators fear negative effects on the reputation of the Swiss financial centre.
Quantitative trends in foreign media coverage of Switzerland

Changes in the volume and tone of foreign media coverage related to Switzerland (volume = number of articles per day in the leading media analysed, 01.10.2022 – 31.12.2022). A spike can correspond to multiple events. The numbered events have been selected on the basis of their volume and significance.

(1) Credit Suisse: share price losses (2) Credit Suisse: bond buyback (3) ECHR ruling on widowers’ pensions: unequal treatment upheld as discriminatory (4) Out-of-court settlement of Lafarge (Holcim) in the United States for alleged terrorist support in Syria (5) Credit Suisse: various reports (6) Credit Suisse: settlement with French public prosecutor’s office for alleged tax evasion (7) Credit Suisse: presentation of new strategy and investors (8) World record longest train Rhaetian Railway (9) Consent refused for re-export of Swiss tank ammunition from Germany to Ukraine (10) Debate on Swiss model as possible model for UK–EU relations (11) FIFA World Cup: Switzerland–Cameroon (12) State visit by Italian President Sergio Mattarella (13) FIFA World Cup: Switzerland–Brazil (14) FIFA World Cup: Switzerland–Serbia (15) Switzerland freezes further Russian assets (16) FIFA World Cup: Switzerland–Portugal (17) Elections to replace Federal Council members (18) SNB raises key interest rate (19) Suspension of Swiss participation in UN resettlement programme

Focus: polarised view of Swiss integration policy as seen from abroad

During the quarter, foreign media discussed Swiss migration and integration policy on various occasions, arriving at very different conclusions. Sometimes the tone was very positive, as on the occasion of the state visit of Italian President Sergio Mattarella, with the media describing the Italian community in Switzerland as a success story. In other cases, reporting was more factual, for example, various media outlets took the matches of the Swiss team at the FIFA World Cup as an opportunity to point out the high proportion of players with a migration background. Some reports on Swiss migration policy from the 1950s to the 1990s were critical, based on a research project by the University of Neuchâtel on labour migration as well as demands by the victims’ organisation ‘Tesoro’. According to them, migrant workers were not allowed to bring their children to Switzerland until Switzerland joined the EU Agreement on the Free Movement of Persons. As a result, they were sometimes separated from their parents for decades or had to live in Switzerland illegally in hiding, without schooling. Overall, foreign media presented a differentiated view of Swiss integration policy.
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